IDEALS IN CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS ON ABELIAN GROUPS WILLIAM E. DIETRICH, JR.
If G is a locally compact Abelian group, any subalgebra A of M(G) that contains a dense ideal of L^G) can be mapped homomorphically onto C(K) for any Helson set K in the dual group. Then, by choosing a Helson set homeomorphic to the one-point compactification Noo of the natural numbers, the ideal structure of A can be explored from known properties of C(A^oo). As special cases normed subalgebras are considered and for them -by different techniques -information on their countably generated, closed ideals J can be obtained. Necessarily Z(J) is open-closed; if G is compactly generated and A contains such a nonzero J, G must be Z n x C[C a compact group] and J must consist of those L 1 functions whose Fourier transforms vanish on T n X E, where E is a cofinite subset of the dual of C. In particular, a Segal algebra on G (satisfying mild restrictions) can have a countably generated regular maximal ideal if and only if G is finite.
The paper continues the investigation of Banach algebras from the algebraic point of view begun in [5] and extends some of the theorems there. The idea of transferring properties of CiN^) to A has also been explored for uniform algebras A in [6] . All our results confirm the expected algebraic complexity of Banach algebras as well as the more surprising pivotal role which the Silov boundary plays in determining algebraic structure. 1* Prime ideals* Let G be a locally compact Abelian group with dual group Γ, and consider any subalgebra A of M(G) which contains a dense ideal I in L ι (G) . I contains the L 1 functions whose Fourier transform have compact support, since / has void hull and L\G) is regular. For γeΓ, let I r [F r ] denote the ideal of functions in A whose Fourier transforms vanish at 7 [on a neighborhood of 7] . Notice that a prime P contained in the maximal ideal I r necessarily contains F r . For if β vanishes on a compact neighborhood U of 7, and ge A is chosen so that £(7) = 1 with supp gaU, then μ*g = 0 e P, but g £ P; whence μeP. Thus a prime of A can be contained in at most one maximal ideal of form I r , and if G is compact, no prime can be properly contained in any I r . As we shall see, the situation is quite different in the noncompact case.
A compact set KczΓ is called a Helson set if every feC(K), the continuous complex-valued functions on K, is the restriction to
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K of the Fourier transform of some geL\G).
Notice that for such a K y A\K= C(K). For if feC(K) with / = g\K, geL\G), choose he A whose transform is identically 1 on K and observe f = g*h\K.
Thus if K is a Helson set, the map φ: /->f\K is an algebra homomorphism of A onto C{K). Notice if / £ J are [prime] ideals of C(K), φ~\I) £= φ~ι(J) are [prime] ideals of A. Thus if ^ and £& are infinite chains of primes in C(K), φ"\^) and <P~l(£2f) are infinite chains of primes in A and 9~\<if) Π 9 >~1 (^Γ) = ^"'(^ Π ^). Let C r (X) denote the real-valued continuous functions on any space X, and for JSc C(X), set B r = B Π C r (Z). We have LEMMA 1.1. P-> P + iP is a lattice preserving one-to-one correspondence between the prime ideals of C r {X) and those of C(X).
Proof. P + iP is clearly an ideal of C(X); suppose f,ge C(X)
with fgeP + iP. 
Every prime Q in C(X) is of this form, since Q r is prime in C r (X) and Q = Q r + iQ r [4, 3.1, p. 71] . Finally if P + iP = Q + iQ, P = (P + iP) r = (Q + ίQ) r = Q. Proof. Since Γ is nondiscrete, it contains a Helson set E homeomorphic to the Cantor middle third set on the real line [16, 5.2.2, 5.6.6] . If YeE, the translate C = E -7' + 7 is still a Helson set equivalent to the Cantor set, and it contains 7. Since C is metrizable and has no isolated points, we can find a sequence of distinct points 7» € C\{y} so that Ύ n -»7. This sequence together with its limit point forms a Helson set K by Tietze's extension theorem. K is homeomorphic to N^, the one point compactification of the natural numbers, and composing the induced isomorphism C(K) ^ C(NJ) with φ: A-+ C{K) above, we obtain an algebra homomorphism Φ of A onto C(NJ) such that Φ(I r ) = M oo = {feC(NJ): /(oo) = 0}. According to [8, 14G, p. 213] there are 2 C maximal chains of prime ideals of C r (iSL) contained in ikL n C r (NJ), any two of which have only M^ Π CriNJ) in common. For any such chain <Sf, let ^ = {Φ~\P + iP): Pe <&, P Φ M^Π C r (iSL)}.
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1.1 and the remarks preceding it guarantee that ^ is a chain of prime ideals of A contained in Φ~\MJ) -I r . Plainly if 3? is any other such chain, & Π Jf = 0. Each chain Jf is infinite, since P-• Φ~ι(P + iP) is a bisection ^ -> if and ^ is infinite. For otherwise, ΐT would consist of distinct primes P λ < P 2 < < P w < M M Π CriN^). Since ^ is maximal there would be no prime ideals of CriNJ) strictly between P n and M^ Π C r (NJ), in violation of, say, [4, 3.1, p. 71] . In particular, then, ascending chains of primes in A of arbitrary length can be exhibited, so that krull dim A -oo.
Notice that if Γ is separable, each I γ will contain exactly 2 C primes. For in that case C(Γ) has cardinality c, the Fourier transform embeds A in C(Γ) and the remark follows from 1.2.
Observe also that none of the primes of A constructed above can be a finitely generated ideal. For if Φ~\P + ίP) is finitely generated, so is Φ(φ-χP + ίP) = P + iP. But if {f l9 ••-,/*} generates the prime P + iP over CίiSL), so does {Γ/J Proof. As before, there is an algebra homomorphism Φ of A onto C(iSL) so that Φ(I r ) = Mo*. By [4, 4.5, p. 75] , there are ideals I and I of CiNJ so that Fe.c/cΦίJJcΓcikL (strictly). The conclusion follows with J = Φ~ι{L\J= Φ~ι(ϊ)-By repeated use of 1.4 we conclude that through any such / we can thread infinite ascending and descending chains of ideals of A lying between F γ and I r . Although in general J will not be prime, it can be chosen so if J is countably generated. [3, Thm. 3, p. 175 ] yields a prime ideal Q of CiNJ) strictly between Φ(J) and M^ Take P = Φ~ι{Q).
In particular a maximal ideal I γ in A is never countably generated (compare 3.10).
It is not hard to see that in 1.4 and 1.5 7 can be replaced by, say any proper nonvoid closed subset of Cantor Helson set in Γ. Unfortunately this interpolation method cannot be forced much beyond that. Contrast the fluid simplicity above with the halting computations in 3.1 below, where primes are obtained constructively.
2* Normed ideals and subalgebras* Call an ideal [subalgebra]
A of M(G) a normed ideal [subalgebra] in M(G) if A is a Banach space under some norm || \\ A which satisfies: ( i ) ||μ|| ^ a\\μ\\ A (μe A, a constant) (ii) K = {/ G L\G): supp / is compact} c A.
Consider the following conditions on a normed subalgebra A:
(iii) There is an a > 0 such that given γeΓ there is a neighborhood V of 7 so that \\k\\ A ^ α:||&||i whenever keK and supp JcaV.
(iv) There is some r > 0 so that ||7&IL ^ r\\k\\ A whenever keK, yeΓ.
Notice ( 
where φ is a restriction of the natural algebra embedding
. From the inequality we see that A (g)J? -> ikf(G x iϊ) is continuous, so that it extends continuously to the completion A® P B;
in particular (i) holds with constant ab.
If [13] , the Wiener algebra ^C(JB) [12, 39.33] and its generalizations [15, p. 127] ; and for compact G, both L V {G) and C(G). Each of these satisfy (iv) with r = 1.
The Segal algebras S defined in [15, 6.2.0, p. 126] are also normed ideals. For it follows from [15, 6.2.3, p. 128] Again by (i) we see that for fixed ΎeΓ,f(i) = lim^^ f an (i)μ(i) = β(y), so that μ -fe &{G). Since L\G)* A is obviously dense in A, (a) holds.
If (c) holds, then so does (b) [15, 6.2.3, p. 128] . If (b) holds, we see as above that K is A-dense in AaL\G).
It follows that A is a Segal algebra [1, p. 275] .
Other
examples of normed ideals include M(G) itself; in fact any closed ideal of M(G) containing L\G). Thus M Q {G), the measures whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish at ©o, and L ι (G) 1/2 , the intersection of all maximal ideals of M(G) containing L\G) are normed ideals in M(G). All such examples satisfy (iv).
Suppose a is a positive, regular Borel measure on Γ (not necessarily finite). For pe [1, H, 
since σ is finite on compact sets; completeness is standard. By judicious choice of σ, one obtains normed ideals exclusive of those above. If σ is continuous, A p (σ) satisfies (iii) but typically not (iv). All the examples above satisfy ||λ*μ|U ^ fe||λ|| ||μ|U(λe M(G), μe A, b constant), and finite intersections of such will also. However, since this module property plays no role in what follows, we have excluded it from our definition of normed ideal.
Plainly any closed subalgebra of a normed ideal which contains if is a normed subalgebra. Examples include the closed subalgebras of M(G) containing L\G)-in particular the L-subalgebras of Taylor [15, 16] whose maximal ideal spaces coincide with Γ, as well as M U (G), the measures whose transforms are uniformly continuous on Γ. The "normed ideals" of L\G) introduced by Cigler [1] 
are also normed subalgebras of M(G).
It is not hard to see that the completed tensor product of Segal algebras A, B is again a Segal algebra. Indeed it follows from Proof. I = Σ^*^. denotes the vector sum of the subspaces {μ n *A}.
Clearly we may assume \\μ n \\ Λ S 2~n. Fix Ί^dE and take some compact neighborhood C of y 0 . Φ = Σ~=i I A* I is a continuous function on Γ whose zero set is E, so we may select a sequence {y n } of distinct points of C so that 0 < φ(y k ) < 1/kl. The set {y n } has some accumulation point γeCΠ dE. Standard arguments (exhibited in [9, 2.1] ) yield a sequence {f n } c K so that/"(%») = 1 = ||/»||i, supp/ Λ c C and suppΛ Π supp/ m = 0 if n Φ m. Since y n ί Z(J), there is some X n e J with λ n (τj = 1. Modification of [16, 2.6.3] yields for fixed ε > 0 and each n, some k n e L ι (G) so that fc Λ (τ Λ ) = 1 = I! K || L and P^λJI, <1 + e.
For assuming y n = 0, set λ -X n and δ = ε/4(l + ||λ||), pick a compact Ka G so that \X\(G\K) < δ, let TF -{ΎG Γ: |1 -(α?, ^)| < δ, x e K) and find a compact neighborhood of 0 in Γ so that V~ Vc W. But this is quite impossible, since, as the kth term in the MacLaurin series for e a , a k /kl -•> 0 for all ae C. In particular, IΠ S = φ and applying Zorn's lemma, we find a prime ideal P of A containing I and disjoint from S. Clearly Id P(zl γ and J ς£ P.
The following easy corollary significantly generalizes [5, 3.1] . COROLLARY 
Let A he a normed suhalgehra in M(G). If J is a closed, countably generated ideal in A, then Z(J) is open-closed in Γ.
Proof. If {μ n } generates J, J = Σ i" * A + Cμ n and But if Z(J) is not open, the proof of 2.2 yields some f eJ\Σ μ n *A + ex. .42] indirectly yields uncountably many closed ideals of A with common zero set E whenever E is a set of nonsynthesis for L ι (G). Since such a set cannot be open in Γ, 3.2 implies that none of them are countably generated.
Using an L ι approximate identity, we see that if A is contained in L 1 (G) 1 Γ = If) A; since every closed ideal of a Segal algebra A is of this form [12, 39.32 .fe], I->Γ is a bijection, and we conclude 84 WILLIAM E. DIETRICH, JR.
COROLLARY 3.3. If E is a set of nonsynthesis for L\G), no closed ideal in a Segal algebra A whose zero set is E can be countably generated.
Notice also in passing that Malliavin's theorem [16, 7.6.1] , together with the above injection, implies that spectral synthesis fails for every normed subalgebra of M(G) whose maximal ideal space is Γ whenever Γ is not discrete. Examples include the L-subalgebras of Taylor such as L ι (G) ιμ , as well as tensor products of such, since the spectrum of a product is the product of the factors' spectrums [14, 4.2] , Since all the specific examples mentioned in §2 satisfy (iii), their intersection with M 0 (G) will also, and we have a sufficient plenty to which the following generalization of [5, 3.6] Since ||/^|| <£ 1/2% we may choose n so large that ΣΠ=*+i (1 + < 1/2, where a and α are the universal constants in (i) and (iii). Let ε = 1/2(1 + a)Mna and choose CcΓx Ω compact so that I A(% V) I < e/2 off C for i = 1, , n. (a) If E = Ω we are done. If η 0 e E% then since Γ is not compact, (To, Vo) £ C for some τ 0 e Γ. Define σ^ e ikf(G) by = \ Vo(vWi(x, y) .
JFxH
Since ^(7) = μ<(7, %), I £*(%>) I < ε/2 for i = 1, , w. Choose a neighborhood V of (7o, %) i But then if |λ;(7 0 , η 0 ) + βi\ < 1 for i = 1, , r, the inequality forces βi(Ύo, Vo) = 0 for all i. But this implies (7 0 , %)£ ^GΌ> a contradiction. We conclude \λ 3 (y Q , Vo) + /3y| ^ 1 for some i, and since |!α:<μ t **o&|L 4 α 11^*^11! for all i, we reach the following absurdity:
(b) Since Ω is discrete, the compact set C is contained in a product Γ x F,FaΩ finite. But then if the complement of E is infinite, there is some Vo ί F U E. Taking any 7 0 e Γ, we have (7 0 , Vo) $ C U ^(Γ' and the argument above yields the required contradiction; that is, must be empty or a finite set {rj lf •••, rj r ). Since Γ is compact, Jc IΓXE = {/ e I/(G x iϊ): supp /c /* x E c ) c iΓ; in fact the A-topology and the ZΛtopology agree on I ΓxE by the open mapping theorem and (i). J is therefore a closed ideal of L\G x H) with zero set Γ x E, and the regularity of L\G x if) yields I Γxi5 = J* The converse is obvious, since g(x, y) = Σi=i^fe(l/) generates / ΓXJE . COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose A is a normed subalgebra of M 0 (G) satisfying (iii). Then A is a countably generated ideal of itself if and only if G is discrete.
Proof. Certainly if G is discrete, M(G) = L\G) î s generated by its identity. Suppose on the other hand, G is nondiscrete and A = Σ^*i + Σ Cμ n for some sequence {μ n } c A. Examine the proof of 3.4 with H -0, J -A: since Z(J) = 0 and .Γ is not compact, we can still pick %ίCu Z(J) and obtain the required contradiction. Proof. Otherwise, 3.1 and a simplification of the argument in 3.4 shows, as in 3.6, that G is discrete.
Condition (iii) can be deleted if we assume A is Tauberian on Γ. For example we have PROPOSITION 3.8 . If A is a Segal algebra on G and Γ is connected, then no nonzero proper subspace of the form X μ n * A, μ % e M(G), is closed in A.
Proof. Otherwise, the zero set of the closed ideal J -X^*A is φ or Γ (3.1); since A is Tauberian (2.1, [12, 39.32 .g], [12, 39.27] ) and semisimple, J = A or 0. Proof. G is a group of the form R m x Z n x C, C a compact group [11, p. 90] . If A has a nonzero closed, countably generated ideal J, then 3.4.a applied to H = C shows that m = 0. Thus G = Z n x C and 3.4.b applied to H = C gives J the required form. Proof. If Ij is countably generated, 3.2 implies 7 is isolated in Γ, so that G is compact. But 3.9 then implies the singleton {7} is cofinite in Γ, so that actually Γ is finite; since finite Abelian groups are self dual, we see G is also. Of course if G is finite, the proof of 3.4 shows that every ideal is principal.
Since Γ is the maximal ideal space of a Segal algebra on G, we have in particular COROLLARY 3.11. A Segal algebra on G which satisfies (iii) has a countably generated regular maximal ideal if and only if G is a finite.
